Supplies –

Stamps
143006 High Tide+
143348 Any Occasion*

Inks
132708 Memento Tuxedo Black
141394 Dapper Denim
126975 Crumb Cake
126953 Old Olive
126949 Real Red
131181 Soft sky

Cardstock
106550 Very Vanilla
141419 Dapper Denim
106578 Real Red

Punches
138292 Triple Banner

Tools & Accessories
110755 Multipurpose Liquid Glue
104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals

+ 2017 Occasions Catalogue
* 2017 SAB
**Abbreviations**
- BS = Big Shot
- CS = Cardstock
- DSP = Designer Series Paper
- EF = Embossing Folder
- EP = Embossing Powder
- LHS = Left Hand Side
- RHS = Right Hand Side

Measurements are in both inches & centimetres
Centimetres are to the nearest point, ie .5cm, 1cm, 1.5cm, etc

**Measurements –**
Base Card – Dapper Denim
- 1 x 8 ¼” or 4 1/8” or 21cm x 10.5cm
- scored in half

A = 2 x 4” x ½” or 10cm x 1.5cm
B = 1 x 5” x 7/8” or 13cm x 2cm

Very Vanilla
C = 1 x 5 5/8” x 4” or 15cm x 10cm
D = 1 x 4” x 2 ¾” or 10.5cm x 7cm

Real Red
E = 1 x 5 ½” x 7/8” or 14cm
F = 1 x 3 ¼” x 3 ¾” or 8.5cm x 8.5cm

**Instructions –**

**Step 1**
Stamp following images direct onto D – Very Vanilla
Lighthouse – Real Red Ink
Sand – Crumb Cake Ink
Reeds – Old Olive Ink
Sky – Soft Sky Ink images

**Step 2**
Option – Stamp greeting/sentiment op LH Corner prior to stamping

**Step 3**
Mask off parts of Bird Image, ink in Tuxedo Memento Black Ink & randomly stamp onto stamped Very Vanilla. Repeat as many times as you like. DO NOT forget to remove mask prior to stamping

**Step 4**
Adhere A – Dapper Denim down both sides of stamped Very Vanilla

**Step 5**
Layer into middle of F – Real Red with edge showing both sides

**Step 6**
Punch Banner Shape into each end of B – Dapper Denim & E – Real Red with Triple Banner Punch

**Step 7**
Layer Dapper Denim onto Real Red before adhering to C – Very Vanilla & then to Base Card – Dapper Denim

**Step 8**
Layer stamped section onto Card Front with Stampin’ Dimensionals